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Following the presentation of Austrian Gaming Industries GmbH
(AGI) of their latest product offerings at the ICE in London
earlier this year Bayerische Spielbanken have recently placed
substantial orders for these new video slot games.
Most of the games will be delivered in AGI’s latest innovation
in slot technology, the Gaminator™, a sophisticated new
electronic gaming machine offering the full range of CoolFire™
platform features and game functions. This space-optimised
stream-lined cabinet of only 440mm total depth in elegant
silver contains two extra-large TFT screens, inclined to each
other with minimum space between them for increased player
convenience, touch interface, player tracking options and
superior stereo sound. The modular design allows configuration
options for use of reels plus TFT monitor and dual screens.
Double-monitor cabinets introduce new possibilities for the
presentation of exciting 3D animations. AGI’s game designers
created games embodying highly interactive second-screen
features with complex and extensive graphics and amazing
sound. Additional information screens and dynamic pay tables
provide user-friendly interaction adding to player comfort.
During idle mode, all games display theme specific dynamic
animations – attracting players to the machine.
Managing Director of Bayerische Spielbanken Josef Müller says
these benefits are convincing: “Our operations in GarmischPartenkirchen, Bad Kissingen and Feuchtwangen have been the
first in Germany to introduce Gaminators™. We like to surprise
our guests with innovative concepts. The Gaminator™ gives us a
competitive edge ahead with a whole range of new adventurous
video games like Roller Coaster™, Marco Polo™, Queen of
Hearts™ and Lucky Lady’s Charm™. Based on the very

enthusiastic acceptance of our guests we have now ordered
additional Gaminators™ for our operation in Bad Reichenhall.

Mr. Jens Halle, Managing Director of AGI is very
pleased with this development: “Bayerische Spielbanken and
Austrian Gaming Industries have built an extremely successful
and close working relationship over the past few years which
we hope will continue to grow.”
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